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Introduction from Ombudsman, Judi Jones

•
•
•

1. A snapshot of landline complaints by location

1.1 All complaints about landline services

1.2 Fault and connection complaints about landline services

2. Responding to the unique needs of rural and remote consumers

•
•
•

2.1 Rural and remote consumers need a reliable voice service

2.2 Rural and remote consumers use voice services differently

•
•
•

‘We are at high risk of bushfires and also [live in] a flood prone area. We cannot be
without communication – it threatens lives.’
*Kai – see case study B, Page 7

2.3 Rural and remote consumers can have fewer communication options

Case study A – Remote cattle station relies on faulty landline for more than a year
Mellissa and her partner have a new baby and live at a remote cattle station around 400km from the
nearest town. They have no mobile coverage and rely on a landline service for communication. In an
emergency, the landline is their only way to contact the Royal Flying Doctors Service for assistance.
In early 2018, Mellissa reported a fault to her provider. She said there were frequent clicking and highpitched squealing sounds on the line and voices would cut in and out during a call.
More than a year later, Mellissa contacted the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman to complain,
saying she had reported the fault to her provider many times, but it had not fixed the problem, even after
visiting the property.
*Name of individuals, organisations and companies have been changed

Case study B – Recurring faults place family with medical issues at risk
Kai has a mobile service, landline and ADSL. He lives with his family near a small town in rural NSW in an
area at risk of both bushfire and flooding. The mobile service only works when he is in town. A member of
Kai’s family has been hospitalised several times over the past year following severe allergic reactions.
When Kai contacted the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman, he said all landline, ADSL and mobile
services in the community had been interrupted by faults several times over the past month, and it had
taken around two days to restore services each time. Kai said when the local mobile tower goes down, they
have to drive for an hour to reach the nearest mobile reception.
Kai said he has reported service issues to his provider previously, and while faults are repaired each time,
they frequently recur within a short time. Kai said he wanted his provider to implement a permanent fix so
he can be confident his services will work if an emergency occurs.
*Name of individuals, organisations and companies have been changed

Case study C – Farmer’s services affected by delays in repairing landline fault
Graham runs a dairy farm in rural Victoria and has a landline, ADSL and mobile service. Graham says his
landline has had poor service quality since 2015.
In 2018, after a utility company carried out work near the property, the landline stopped working and
internet speeds reduced to around 2Mbps. Graham could not download updates on his mobile service or
iPad. Graham reported a fault to his provider in mid-2018, and it arranged several technicians but extended
the date several times. Around six months later, a technician attended and completed a temporary repair
which included running cable along a fence.
Graham contacted the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman to complain, saying he could now use
the voice service, but the internet service had not improved, and he was not satisfied with the quality of
repair or the time it was taking to restore the service.
*Name of individuals, organisations and companies have been changed

3. Suggestions for an effective trial

3.1 Considerations for trial parameters

•
•
•

3.2 Identifying suitable trial participants

•
•
•

4. Creating a strong foundation for the future

•
•
•

4.1 Clarity around existing trial parameters

•
•
•

4.2 Post-trial services

5. Appendix A – Map of the 2016 remoteness areas for Australia

